EXPERIENCE
THE FRENCH RIVIERA
EIGHT-DAY CHARTER ITINERARY
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DAY 1
ARRIVAL AT MONACO
The French Riviera is known for its beautifully dynamic and vibrant coastline, offering a year-round
allure of sunbathing on the beach or skiing in the Alps. The picturesque towns and villages along
the slender curve of the French Riviera have long been legendary luxury yacht charter destinations.
Monaco is the perfect place to begin your journey, it’s filled with romance, adventure and an exciting
array of things to do. A berth with a superb view of the trackside can be arranged for the annual
Grand Prix, undoubtably one of the biggest attractions in Monaco during the summer. With worldclass
beaches, restaurants and glamorous waterfront bars, Monaco truly has an infinite appeal.
Explore the many attractions, including the exclusive Monte-Carlo Beach Club, Monte-Carlo Bay and
the spectacular Prince’s Palace. End the day with fine dining at the Grill of the Hotel de Paris or
A’Trego, followed by a visit to the casino and drinks at iconic bar Jimmy’z.
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DAY 2
*23NM

CANNES
Cannes combines authentic French charm with pure
cinematic glamour, with a double dose of well-equipped
superyacht harbors and stunning beaches, this is an ideal
destination for your summer. Join the stars in May at the
world-famous Cannes Film Festival, an evening filled with
glamor and celebrations.
This elegant town has winding roads that lead to an open-air
market, where you can find the freshest produce weekly and
unique curios. Stroll along the palm-lined Boulevard or get
straight to the designer shops for a round of retail therapy.
Discover the Îles de Lérins, two magical islands only a stone’s
throw away from the coast. Dive into the clear blue waters,
perfect for snorkeling and splashing around or take a hike
to the 11th-century Cistercian monastery. The island is most
famous for its fortress prison, Fort Royal, where the legendary
Man in the Iron Mask was held during the 17th century.
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DAY 3
*26NM

ST. TROPEZ
St. Tropez’s charming harbour is surrounded by chic bars and beautiful restaurants,
making it the prime location for a luxury yacht charters in France. Step ashore
for breakfast at Senequier, while the crew prepare for your journey to the famous
Pampelonne Beach, where you can soak up the sun and vibrant atmosphere. Once
at anchor have the tender drop you at one of the celebrated beach restaurants,
where you can enjoy a lunch at the popular Tahiti Beach or jump straight to the
multiple choice list of water sports available. A popular game played on this island
is ‘a lazy holiday afternoon’, where you sit back and watch the beautiful people pass
you by while sipping on a tropical cocktail.
La Vague d’Or invites curious diners to a nightly symphony featuring the best
flavours of Provence. After a first-class dinner, curb your enthusiasm at the nightclub
Caves du Roy, the perfect place to dance the night away!
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DAY 4
*35 NM
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THE PORQUEROLLES ISLAND

Porquerolles Island will greet you with its storybook
magic! The sweeping white beaches and limestone
cliffs frame a sanctuary of oak and pine trees teeming
with chirping cicadas. This crescent-shaped island
nestles a charming seaside village surrounded by
a national park with diverse aquatic flora and fauna,
making it truly exceptional.

If you wish to explore the island, you can either rent
a bicycle or travel by foot. The route to the southern
side is a little more challenging as there are steep cliffs
to the secluded creeks. The northern side offers slow
stroll to fine sand beaches and turquoise waters, where
you will see countless exotic fish should you decide to
swim or snorkel.
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DAY 5
*60NM

ANTIBES

Both an ancient Greek and Roman fortified town, Antibes
originally was the largest town between Italy and Marseille. The
elegant and energic main port, Port Vauban, is home to some of
the most incredible super yachts in the world.
The two most notable landmarks in Antibes are the imposing Fort
Carre and Chateau Grimaldi which houses the Picasso Museum.
Follow the winding roads to the town squares and along the way
you can stop passed the museums or indulge in the local French
cuisine. For the most stunning views, venture along the trail
around Antibes, it’s worth the walk and truly an amazing escape.
The exquisite beach town of Juan-les-Pins is just west of Antibes,
a French seaside resort that offers sandy beaches, plenty of
restaurants and a night life that’s well-known for its jazz scene.
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DAY 6
*11 NM

VILLEFRANCHE-SUR-MER
The village of Villefranche-sur-Mer is a sight to behold, it’s like capturing a perfect
real-life oil painting that shows off all the paint-box colors. Marvel at the frescoes
of Jean Cocteau in the Chapelle Saint-Pierre or explore the Medieval Village of
Eze. Although artists from all over the world call this town home, the heart of
Villefranche is that of a small seafaring village.
Endulge in one of the mesmerizing restaurants, including Les Garçons specializing
in sole and monkfish, the legendary La Mère Germaine with the best Plâteau de
Fruits de Mer or try Le Mayssa where you can let your feet hang above the sea as
you dine. Villefranche-sur-Mer is a holiday moment that’s definitely worth sharing
with your album.
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DAY 7
*2 NM

ST. JEAN CAP FERRAT
Enjoy a delicious breakfast at anchor before heading
out to soak up the sun on Paloma Beach where St
Jean Cap Ferrat signifies the classic Riviera glamour.
Visit the Rothschild mansion and gardens or follow
one of the world’s best coastal paths for spectacular
views. The Grand Hotel Cap Ferrat offers fine dining
on the terrace restaurant La Veranda, beneath the
shade of pine trees while your gaze wonders over the
cobalt-blue sea.
If you’d prefer something more exciting, dive right
in and enjoy any of the outdoor activities available
throughout the day. Spend your time at sea while
your chef prepares lunch aboard. Explore the city
where you can find a mixture of history, culture,
landscapes and exceptional weather. Apart from the
delicious cuisine and wine, St Jean Cap Ferrat has
amazing streets, parks and museums.

8
DAY 8
* 5NM

MONACO

Your last day will be spent back in the magical city of Monaco, enjoy lunch at
one of the exquisite restaurants or try your luck at the world-famous Monte
Carlo Casino. Explore the old medieval town, home to the Prince’s Palace and
the Oceanographic Museum. Stroll through the exotic botanical gardens or
shop at designer boutiques. With your new perspective on fashion, art and
French cuisine, it’s only a matter of time until your next trip... Until then, we
truly hope you enjoyed your stay aboard!

***The proposed itinerary is just a suggestion. The beauty of a private charter is the ability customize your adventure.
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